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Chrono Namer Full Crack is a reliable program that enables you to batch rename
images, videos or music, using the information stored in the files’ metadata. The
software is designed to rename a series of media files, by replacing their initial title
with the date they were taken. This action makes it more easy for you to sort or
organize them. Photo and media organizer Chrono Namer Product Key comes in handy
especially when you wish to store and organize a large batch of files, such as photos,
videos or music. You can acquire the media from the source, save them to a dedicated
folder, then select it as input location in Chrono Namer. The supported files contained
in the selected directory are listed in the column on the left. Next, you may select the
time format you wish to use for renaming the photos: the software can use the ‘Date
Modified’ information or, if available the EXIF/metadata. Simply select the images you
wish to rename, from the column on the left, then preview the new titles and
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thumbnails in the dedicated boxes. Shift time format in filenames Aside from using the
timestamp as source for the new filenames, you may manually modify the titles, using
the specified options. The buttons below the thumbnails area are shortcuts to
appending the filenames, replacing pieces of text or changing the timestamp. Many
times, when acquiring images from different cameras, for example, the time and date
can be recorded in different formats. This makes them more difficult to sort, organize
or identify. With Chrono Namer, you may easily set a time format template which you
can apply to all the items in the list. View images in a slideshow Chrono Namer also
features a slideshow function which allows you to view the selected photos in an
animated sequence. The software allows you to set the screen size for the slideshow, as
well as the file path. Moreover, you can choose to display information such as new
filename, GPS data or other EXIF data. All in all, Chrono Namer is a reliable batch
photo renamer and media sorting tool. Chrono Namer Pro - Meet a Unique Software
Combining Windows Utilities for Disk Optimization and Control The new edition of the
software has evolved into a multifunctional software, containing utility functions to
help in optimizing, organizing and organizing your data. Chrono Namer Pro comes in
handy when you are in need of a platform for creating and managing your data, as
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KEYMACRO is a product that allows you to create keypads quickly and easily with the
powerful built-in macro recording capabilities. Record pre-defined keystrokes and
automate repetitive tasks. Create customized keypads for every application on your
computer! KeyTray Windows version: KeyTray is a tool that lets you create a virtual
keyboard tray for your computer. It is a virtual applet that simulates an actual
keyboard, and lets you enter keystrokes by clicking on the applet. Just place it on your
desktop, and start typing with your fingers. KeyTray is especially useful when you are



not near your physical keyboard. KeyMacro Windows version: KeyMacro is an
application that lets you create customized keypads quickly and easily with the
powerful built-in macro recording capabilities. Create customized keypads for every
application on your computer! KeyMacro is a tool that lets you create a virtual
keyboard tray for your computer. It is a virtual applet that simulates an actual
keyboard, and lets you enter keystrokes by clicking on the applet. Just place it on your
desktop, and start typing with your fingers. KeyTray is especially useful when you are
not near your physical keyboard. KeyTray is a tool that lets you create a virtual
keyboard tray for your computer. It is a virtual applet that simulates an actual
keyboard, and lets you enter keystrokes by clicking on the applet. Just place it on your
desktop, and start typing with your fingers. KeyTray is especially useful when you are
not near your physical keyboard. KeyTray is a tool that lets you create a virtual
keyboard tray for your computer. It is a virtual applet that simulates an actual
keyboard, and lets you enter keystrokes by clicking on the applet. Just place it on your
desktop, and start typing with your fingers. KeyTray is especially useful when you are
not near your physical keyboard. KeyTray is a tool that lets you create a virtual
keyboard tray for your computer. It is a virtual applet that simulates an actual
keyboard, and lets you enter keystrokes by clicking on the applet. Just place it on your
desktop, and start typing with your fingers. KeyTray is especially useful when you are
not near your physical keyboard. KeyTray is a tool that lets you create a virtual
keyboard tray for your computer. It is a virtual applet that simulates an actual
keyboard, 2edc1e01e8
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Chrono Namer is a reliable program that enables you to batch rename images, videos
or music, using the information stored in the files’ metadata. The software is designed
to rename a series of media files, by replacing their initial title with the date they were
taken. This action makes it more ea... 10 items File Size 21.23 MB Price Free
Compatible with Win XP, Windows 7, Windows Vista, Windows 8, Windows 8.1
Developer Natalia Shifrin Release date 22/01/2014 Latest version 8.0.5560 Chrono
Namer is a reliable program that enables you to batch rename images, videos or music,
using the information stored in the files’ metadata. The software is designed to rename
a series of media files, by replacing their initial title with the date they were taken. This
action makes it more easy for you to sort or organize them. Photo and media organizer
Chrono Namer comes in handy especially when you wish to store and organize a large
batch of files, such as photos, videos or music. You can acquire the media from the
source, save them to a dedicated folder, then select it as input location in Chrono
Namer. The supported files contained in the selected directory are listed in the column
on the left. Next, you may select the time format you wish to use for renaming the
photos: the software can use the ‘Date Modified’ information or, if available the
EXIF/metadata. Simply select the images you wish to rename, from the column on the
left, then preview the new titles and thumbnails in the dedicated boxes. Shift time
format in filenames Aside from using the timestamp as source for the new filenames,
you may manually modify the titles, using the specified options. The buttons below the
thumbnails area are shortcuts to appending the filenames, replacing pieces of text or
changing the timestamp. Many times, when acquiring images from different cameras,
for example, the time and date can be recorded in different formats. This makes them
more difficult to sort, organize or identify. With Chrono Namer, you may easily set a
time format template which you can apply to all the items in the list. View images in a
slideshow Chrono Namer also features a slideshow function which allows you to view
the selected photos
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What's New In Chrono Namer?

Chrono Namer is a software that enables you to change the filenames of your photos,
videos or music, using the data contained in the files’ metadata. The software is
designed to rename a series of media files, by replacing their initial title with the date
they were taken. This action makes it more easy for you to sort or organize them. Photo
and media organizer Chrono Namer comes in handy especially when you wish to store
and organize a large batch of files, such as photos, videos or music. You can acquire
the media from the source, save them to a dedicated folder, then select it as input
location in Chrono Namer. The supported files contained in the selected directory are
listed in the column on the left. Next, you may select the time format you wish to use
for renaming the photos: the software can use the ‘Date Modified’ information or, if
available the EXIF/metadata. Simply select the images you wish to rename, from the
column on the left, then preview the new titles and thumbnails in the dedicated boxes.
Shift time format in filenames Aside from using the timestamp as source for the new
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filenames, you may manually modify the titles, using the specified options. The buttons
below the thumbnails area are shortcuts to appending the filenames, replacing pieces
of text or changing the timestamp. Many times, when acquiring images from different
cameras, for example, the time and date can be recorded in different formats. This
makes them more difficult to sort, organize or identify. With Chrono Namer, you may
easily set a time format template which you can apply to all the items in the list. View
images in a slideshow Chrono Namer also features a slideshow function which allows
you to view the selected photos in an animated sequence. The software allows you to
set the screen size for the slideshow, as well as the file path. Moreover, you can choose
to display information such as new filename, GPS data or other EXIF data. All in all,
Chrono Namer is a reliable batch photo renamer and media sorting tool.# The
following comments couldn't be translated into the new config file (1.8.0) # Force
updating of version number and version time last_updated = 1 title = Spring
title_about = Project title_changelog = Change log title_changelog_unsupported =
Unsupported changelog title_exceptions = Exceptions title_features = Features
title_help = Help title_licenses = Licenses title_news = News title_news_unsupported
= Unsupported news title_open = Open title_open_changelog = Change log
title_open_changelog_unsupported =



System Requirements For Chrono Namer:

Compatibility: Required: Windows® 7 or later Mac® OS 10.9 or later Android® OS 4.1
or later Optional: Wacom® Bamboo Pen Tablet Windows® 8.1 or later *2GB minimum
Android® OS 5.0 or later *32GB minimum *M-Pen support: Requires a Wacom M
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